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he ,idea of setting competency standards for high school graduates'

captured the attention of.a wide variety of groups throughout the

nation. The. most noticeable of these, of Course, is the pres4. The

February 28, 1977 issue of Time magazine, under the heading "Devalued

\Diploma" indicates that: . . in the past year,
!,
minimal cOhpetency

testing' has betome the hottestNnew catch phrase in public education. "'

As someone who has tried to keep up with developments in the area

of minimal competency testing, my files are bulging with "news" of this

sort.. The following headlines taken from one newspaper, The Nev York

Times, provide Some indication of the way the press is treating this

development:

"Basic-Skill Tests Pushed for

"or

h School Diplomai" March 14, 1976

"Minimum-Competency Tests for tudents; An Old Tdes, Now Revived

and Spreading," January 31, 7

1O6a Brings Wide Attention to Denve"Requiring Test to Get a D
January 31, 1977

"Certificates of High S

2, 1977

`.2

a.
ool Proficiency Stir Controversy," ,March

"Paper presented at the annual meeting of-
in Education, New York qty, Apri1,1977.
and Standards: New ApRlications for the

0

ble National Council-oeatiturement
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educational journals and related publications ve also given the

topic a great deal of attention. Some titles of articles and commentaries

help illustrate some of the Issues that have been considered:

'"The Politics of Back710-Bsics," Joan Baum, Changg,,November
1976 (pp. 32 -36).'

"Changing High School Requirements;" National Education Asso-
ciation, Briefia, Jule 1976, No. 11.

Competency Tests and Graduation Requirements, James'P. Clark and
Scott D. Thomson, National Aisociationof Secondary School
Principals, 1976. 1.

So much has been published on the topic:of minimum-competericy testing

as a diploMS requirement that I will not attempt to review all that is

available. Three sources,,however, warrant mentioning. The first is the

National Asgociation of Secondary School Principals (NASSP). This organi-

zation has given the most comprehensive attention that I have seen to the

issue .of competency requiremtnts and has goni on record as favoring com-
11

petency testing as one component of high school gradyation requirlkments.

_- The second source is the Legislative Review, a pub] ation of the

Education Commission of tie States. The editor, Chris Pipho, has done agates.

conscientious job,of collecting information' about' Suite legislation and

regulations regardihg minimal competency testing. Mr. PiphO drew on this

)experience to give the following words of advice to educators and legis-

lators at the National Conference on Minimum Competencies in New York on

March 1977:

To educators- -Don't underestimate the concern of the man in

the street or of state legislators regarding

the skills ,of high school graduates. The'com-

petency requirement movement is not the work

of it few conservative legislators.



To legislators--Don't underestimate the technical problems

associated with legislation that calls for

competency retirements testing.

The third source I will mention is a document that I am using.as a

handout forfor this 7Keting. It is an Educational Testing Service Informa-

tion Report entitled Basic Skills Assessment Around the Natiop. It pro-

vides an overview of many`-activities at thetstate and 'distract level

related to basic skills testing as a diploma requirement or, in some cases,

a grade - promotion requirement.

ISSUES RAISED BY THE COMPETENCY REQUIREMENTS MOVEMENT
t

- Other observers of the minimum competency movement have raised a

number of issues. Among them are these:

ft

Meaning of the Diploma '

There seems to be widespread 'agreement that a high school diploma

4 . ,

should be a guarantee of at least some minimal level of skill development

on the part of the high school graduate. Reference is often made tqL!he
4

act that.you can only get a 4GED" (High Schtol Equivalency DiPloma). by

passing the, Tests of General Educational Development. Simllar comments

are being made about the California
IM

High School Proficiency Examination.
'

Implications for Curricula

Representatives of professional associations, including the NCTE,

f

IRA, and NEA, have voiced concern that minimal comptency testing

0

911l tend to restrict the content of the high school progeam. A go6d,

statement of this position is contained in the December 1976 document
A

"Minimal Competencies'and'Measures,of Competence" prepared by Alan-Purves

4

A
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of the University of Illinois.

Implication for ,Students

' What about ehlk student who fails to meet competency standards fdr

the high schhopl diploma? There is clear agreement that assespments should

occur early in the sedbndary schocil years,and that -remedial prqgrams shOuld

be available to 'Students who fail to meet standards. Hut wilt this result

in tracking of students into such programs and out'of the mainstream?) What,

about students who never meet standards? What happens' to. thee. Does the

school's responsibility end when students have completed four years beyond

grade eight? When the students reach a specified age?'

Implications for Measurement Professionals

Should schools develop their own tests or use existing ones? What

areas should be assessed and with what types .of tests? 'Can-mackle-

scoreable tests alone do the job? How should test-based and other informs-
,.

tion be combined to make decisions about individual studenti? 6'

)

The qdestion of settin$and evaluatingastandards, therefore, has to be
0

viewed- as only one part of\Amuch larger set of issues related to the intro-

ductioh of-competency standards. It is animpartant issue, thou0, with

complexities teat seemingly have not been recognized by many who have urged

the 'adoption of_competency requirements for the diploma.

GENERAL PROPERTIES OP GOOD SYSTEMS FOR SETTING STANDARDS

This section of my paper looks at the overall system of setting,

. applying, and studying the effects pf standards. Here is an overview of

seven guidelines or principles that are reviewed:



%.`

r. Ethics/Responsibility., Competency standards for the diploma
should be developed by a- process that gives major attention
td the needs of students but which' recognizes an institutions's
responsibility to societal needs.

A

2. Minaiement Standards. Competency standards should be. developed'.
using good management standards or procedures;

- 3: Realism. 'Standards must beset at realistic levels.

4. Adevacy of Feparation'and Feedback. Standards shouldbe
admilistered with to adequate student advisory and Oidance
system so that high standards Are not accompanied by high
failure rates. . .

5. Consistency. Standards should be applied consistently Vithin
programs, across programs; and over time. '

6. Acceptability/Transferability. Standards should be backed fully
by the home institution to incraase,the likelihood that the re-
sulting diploma will be acceptable to other institutions.

7. Student Satisfaction. Standards should be 'administered so that

the .students involved feel they have been well served,

Ethics/Reelbsibility.

The issue of ethical responsibility is frequently ignored, when

'.educational systems and policies are evaluated. One simply assumes that this .

issue is 'part of any such evaluation. However, 'this factor shouldhe explic-

itly identified as a significant one. A commitment to meet the educational

needs Of is should characterize all aspects of the standard- setting-

process. Adherence to'the guidelines Summarized in this paper would consti7,

. 1 tute one type of evidence that a school or,program.,was meeting its responsi-

bitities. Each institution, though, must analyzefrits own situation to deter-
.IN

mine the extent to whiCh such zonstraintsas limited time .and money are dealt

with 4n ways that adequatsly,serve students.

A commitment to meeting the educational needs of,students does not', of11

course, el,lainatl the peed foi s.chools to consider the implications" for

-5-
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society of decisions made about individualAitudents

1

. As students satisfy

- degree requirements they move toward the receipt of educational,credentials

Keeton (1974, p. 3) makes the following .observation about such credentials:

"CAdehtials are power:, ThOse who set the rules of the crqdentialing game

are establishing theroutes of access to that Sower."

Asinstitutions set the rules of the game, they must balance-the needs

'of students 'and thwie of society. Whenever the completionVof.a particular

program will carry the expectation that a student has acquired certain

competencies, an institution's evaldation procedures an standards must be

adequate to certify tqe existence'of such competencies.

Management Standards.

Turning first to the process by which criterion standards are initially

established, it-will be useful to ask whether an institution *es followed

reasonable managehent standards. Management standards apply ti the steps

raken in the design and implementation of.competency staneards for the

diploma, so that'neces ry 'decisions ate made by qualified people in a

manner'that prqvides f onsistent quality. In individual high school

courses where performance tandardd'are set primarily by the teacher,
43

management standards apply o the selection of appropriate faculty members.

Additional managemhnt standa ds,relate to the evaluation of that faculty

member's performance by his o her princiOal, department chairman; and perhaps

I

by the students. Since the re ponsibility for establish g and applying com

petency standards for the diple will not typically-be pl dd on a single

'individual, At will be necessary to developrocedures that t ke into account

the nature and variety of contribu ing individuals:

An important first step in eve liating the adequacy of an institution's'



approach to standard- setting

responsibility for this task

who hold this responsibility

procedure is\to determine whether overall

1

has been defined

can
.00

be expected

. TheIoarticular individuals)
'

1
to vary depending On the nature

of the prpgram, departmeet, division, or other part of the institution
t-

within which evaluations takeplace. Alt ough'someone with training and

experience in the field of evaluation would be best for the job, those
.

without such background are often selectjk. In such instances, the use of

trained evaluation consultants will be essential.

Even when overall responsibility for establishing performance standards'

can be placed ia the hands'of a skilled evaluator, many otheriindividuals

should contribute to the standard-setting process. For this purposes it

will be useful tosqpk assistance not only from faculty and students but also

.

from members of the larger community. N
1 3'

The job of designing and developing competency standards cannotbe

handled adequately if
1

deaisions about particular students musebe made under
.

great time pressure. Providing adequate calendar time, and also adequate
!),

staff for .the development of competency standards, will make it possible to

plan and carry out pilot projects to try out standards;, setting systems.

Procedures can-be establiehed_ for monitoring the application of standards

and for following up on the students afterwards.- Most iietitutionswill

find it useful, to adopt an iterative process for"developiag competency stan-
.,

dards. The beat available sources of inform4tion should be used when setting

standards for the first group of students tested: The experience of con=

ducting the initial evaluations, though, should beCome part of the background

for fUture evaluations.

John Valley of Educatiohal Testing' Service has suggested the use of an

ip

iti
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outside "audit's as, part of an evaluation of the adequacy of an institution's
4

. -

managehent etanards.fpr setting competency standards. The notion is

borrowed from the area of financial management. A well-managed business

concern checks periodically the adequacy pf its accounting- bookkeeping

procedures by calling for.an outside audit. The audit process consists of

tracing financial transactions from a "variety of starting pqints using

different routes, different systems, and different people. The goal is

rthat- of determiningwhether the same results can be obtained as were pro-
.

dueed by the compinyrd basic, system. The application' ,of(thie audit model

to the assessment of student learniqg against standards for the diploma

,
would require the periodic use of ap independent assessment method, fol-

1,

lowedibya comparison of ,assessment outcomes.

The foregoing guidelines'for good standard-setting procedures relate

primarily to the planning and managerial skills of the participating staff.

There are other ctiteria that can be applied to
4

the system they del.

REalism
. W.

t,
Critics of 1.TS. high schoolsoften criticize the lack of rigor

associated with the evaluation of students' learning experienes. ,Little
.

attention has been paid to the reverse problem -- setting unrealistically

high standards. This pidblem is most likely to occur when the individualsa

participating in the Letting or'a*lication of stendards'do not have suf-

ficient direct knowledge df the performance of ,typical students% It is the

responsibility of the Institution to judge What is rea;4nable to expect .

of ,eats before making decisions regarding competency standards.

school faculty and consultants from other institutions or from

the large community should work togetherdin'the *amnia& and developing

78- 9
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of issessme\# tocedures. All parties concerned will need to collect
.

review ev\i. npa of what the average student can reasonably expect to

learn from each ''\the programs offered. Inteirviews with students and

reviews of studen ers or products will be, helpful ways of getting an

idea Of what is reek is to expect 9f students.

r

''Ade uac of Pre arati OS .0 d Feedback '

Thl student who is \ fa.4ciJently prepared for an evaluation against

diploma standards' should b= abX to anticipate the result The extent to

o which resulti will be predi ble will depend on the quality and ayall-

ability of information about andards and on the effectiveness of the

student-advising process. Th a Sassment systAm and the:standards employed

can be considered unfair to s is if they lead to high rates of faildre

for students.who have worked cOhst ntiously over a period of time. Since

the focus of competency statiards sh uld be on learningioutcomes, not on

time spent or activities engaged in, his criterion may seem inappropriate

oryarNoxical: Why should it pe cons .ered unfair if a student has filed

to meet,a particular competencyatandar aftet working hard? What is unfair

is that the' institution has not detected at the student_was not - learning

enough and has not acted accordingly.

As institutions gradually develsiLthe assessment and standard - setting

policies, they must pay attention to the co quences of a student's failure
,

. .

to meet a.spe'clfied performance standard. ese consequences can range from

minor inconveniences and disappoinipent to ma or setbacks and disruPtioni.
.

. For example, if a student fails to' meet a part cular diploma standard when

tested in the 'ninth grade, his or her failure II be ol'iittle moment: The
.

implications of failure, however, canbe.qnite iiferent'when the student is

11#

-910
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already in the last year of.high school.

tdi

othe reverse side of the issue of fairneas, of courfe, is that of

quality control. If award,. of 4he diploma is not to be an automatic conse-

quence of completing couefaand.attendanT requirements, what steps can
, ,

be taken both to maintain quality standards and still make failure a rare

occurrence? Some form.of ongoing student evaluation and feedbackirtil best

serve this need. Testing needs to take PlaCe'early enough so that remedial

pra1rams canbeplanned and carried out. Students can then Sit.kor f011ow=up

examinations after they have further developed tiler skills and competenclis.

Consistency

Io-implemedting established competency standards, school districts 6'

have achieve a high degree of consistency within and among schdtol programs

and across time. What can an institution do to promote consistency in the

application of standards? One strategy is to conduct periodic reviews of

0

the results of applying 'a particular set of assessment procedures' and sten-

dards. `If' institutional guidelines for applying sylkdards are not being

followed, a'revlew of background materials and guidelines by-participatini

staff will be needed.

It should be recognized that'absolute consistency of assessment can
110-

never b% attained. Each sChRol district will need to consider the level of

. ,

inconsistency that is "tolerable." .Clearly the consequences of incorrect

judgmentswill 'need to be considered and a 'balance sick among such possible
6

.compering-kiCtors as'atudent needs and societal needs.

.Accetability/Transfefabi,lity

Although arrangements for, establishing diploma standards will vary from

school district to school districte other institutions, agenciel, or the like
_

:4
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\ , .s .,

will evaluate,theadequagY Ofthe evaluation and standard-setting pro=
-

'

. .

ceduiesthatjed-4o!sr4gular7,btudentsiarning diplomas. Such, aUtsiders"

are likely toraise hueiticht-about the e6lUation process and level of

4 standards employed. .By doing a good job of documenting and explaining the
.

. ,

,

, . _ -

,procedures
,

that were followed in desigtag evaluation methods and in
,.

--

%

4
'est'ablishing and applying appropriateltandards, alh institution can

.

'
4

increase the acceptability or 'credibility.of the diplomas that are grante
. . .

The problem of temoUdttating that high 'enough standards were indeed

followed is a Mote difficult one. Critics are fond of pointing, oue examples.
. .

. -
,

of high school graduates whdcalluot read; college graduates who cannot

... -

write, or protgasional school graduates whodennot function effectively- in
. ,

.. . . . e

the proNssion for which they were supposedl trained- The-best an indivi-

dual institution can-probably do is to define clearly the planning, implemene-

' tation, and monitoring procedu0s.that it uses. The, egteater the degree ot__

A' - .

adherence tits policies thats pces can be attained, and tus the great b ttid d h h
.

ter, the

consistency in evaluation and ten apprdslicationthat,is,aChleveC the lesst
. .

the justification for criticism.
ti

Student Satisfaction,
-

In addition to meeting the criteria c ±ted above,'an adequate

evaluation and standard-setting ar;angement should satisfy the,majority,'

-

'of the students who have'been evaluated. Provision needs torbe made for ,

periodic fallow -up surveys of students who have gone through the, competeAty

assessmentsprocese. 4To what'extent (o.the students feel that they were

prepared adequately for the assessment procedures that wete applied? Did

the standards, seem to be fair and realistic? Did they find th'at preparing

for andexperiencing the assessment was a valuable'learning experience?

71142
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1 . I.
, Waa there an air of seriouenese.about the enterprise that was'consisient'

., . .

' with its degree of importance_ to the student's future .educational program?

. .

Although students

be disappointed,

decisions made-

who do not meat standards initially can be expected to
a

they should be able to recogniie the reasonableness of

If they do pot, further ofadequacycy

41011111111

.

the iiystem.and,its applicatiCuwould clearlrbe ca 0*
.

METHO6S,OF SETTINGOMPETENCY STANDARDS \
,

#
. - -

.

The growth of interest in setting comPeten iy standards,for the hIgh,
. .

school-diploma has caused many measurement professionals to examine past'
0

- work 'in the area of standards setting. An article by John Meskauskasin the
. .

. ,

1110
Winter (1976) issue of Review of Educational Research will be very helpful

'
.

. ,

tnthis-connection. Meskauskas ,(1976) reviewed a'nuMber of standards -settiri

models that have been applied in ctiterion- referenced testing situations,

where content areas have been tightly specified 'He pointed out that dif -

.

ferent conceptions of the nature of "mastery" lead to different evaluation
. . ,

/procedures, but that eXtenaive practical applications are iacking-lor almost

all methods. Another useful resource is a paper by Loretta Shepard, pre-
.

f

sensed at last years NOME meetingr(Shepard, 1976); which makes( aome practical
o

.recommendations on stantard-setting approaches.

Thediscussioh of methods of sett ing codpetelicy standards that follows

is based'otte aisumptioh that three.factors will contribute decisively to
,

any school district s.actions:

The ekternal requirements, of other insatutions; agencies and .

th e.k., state departMents of edUCation
. ,

The basic educational mission and objectives of the school
district.

The personal deveIopment goals of individual students
4

r

-,C

e

-12-
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The weight giVen to.any ohe of.these,factors will vary from

situation i'o'situatiOn, but all will influence decisions about policy

and practice in the' area of competency standards for the diploma. There

. .

will always

h when serious

be interactions among the hafts, and there Will be times

. .

Conflicts Will need to be resolved, as when e.student's

personal develOpmentgoals do not mesh with state requirements or with, any

.

'of the alternatives offered by a School district.

One basic determination that each.institution will need to make

41,

concerns the number 9f domains within which it is prepared to set diploma

standards and assessments: The larger the number of separate areas for

which standards are set, the greater,the proportion of students who'will

Kaye difficdlty meeting these standards. Clearly, critical dedisions will

need to be made regarding the reRpective roles of successful course'com-
.

pletion and independent competency assessment in satisfying diploma re-

*

iluirementS.

Onte the areas to be asses sed have been identified and possible

assessment procedures selected, an approach to setting competency standards

must be chosen. pThis section describes and evaluates. seven possible methods:.

I-

Development of Competence Scales

Traditonal or Arbitrary Method

Review of Test Questions of Tasks

Identification of Prerequisite Skills

Use of Normative Data

%Relationship to Course Performance

Use of Preselected Groups

Development of, Competence Scales

There has been a good deal of work on the setting of performance

standards relating 40 training Program; or licensing/certification settings

.1

-1314



in Which evaluators are checking for the presence or-absence of well-

defined skills. The evaluation of the broader educational objectifies of

high schools will frequently require more than a summing -units approach. .

scalesin some instances it may prove more productive to
t

develop competence

that include:
p

- Definitions of..a series .of functional' competence levels
-

- (D scriptians of the kind of performance that should be
ssociated with each level

- Illustrations,(examples, models) of each level ,

(usually 3 to '5)

The degree of elAoration of these functional competence levels would
t

necessarily vary both as a functionof the 'amount of student and faculty

time that could be devoted to their development and as a function of the

amount of available information on the qualities of student learning that

.should be dealt wits in the scale. The initirep in developing a com-

petence_scale might.be to list all the areas of knowledge and skill int

should be considered. A next step could be to determine what level of

knowledge or proficiency a,person-weltl above.minimal competent'T might have.

Such a,step' would 'provide the start f r the high end of this competency'--

scale. The other end might be developed by considering thp absolute minimum

skills that would be considered adequat

al/

Through a combination of armchair
'-

speculation, expert review, ant trial use, a competence scale could be
I

developed that evaluators would use as a guide to judgments about students.

It would be a,heroic enterprise

scales for every possible component

1

to create a full spectrum of competence
J.

of the 'high school experience. Institu-

tions could move towards such a goal, though,. by developing competence scales

for very high priority objectives.

records of student performance and

staff and any outside evaluators. Dim of

It might be possible to draw on existing

on the commeata and experience of the

-14-
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,

over a period of.years'could result in -the' development of 4 file of models

. _,

of scales with
/

notes on theirnse.that wOuld.help .evaluators faCinglututec

scale-definition problems.
..

.
. 0 i --

A partial sampli_
...

of 'the type of competenceScale that has been.

described can be fouAkin the language proficiency scales developed ty the

,1T.4 Foreign Ser4ice Institute and used for many years with Peace Corps

volunteers:
. t

. .

Elementary Proficiency '

. .

\et:1 Speaking-l. Able 6 ptisfY routine travel needs and minimum' courtesy
uirements. ,Can askpd'answer questions on topics very,famiTiar to him;

within the scope of h4oNaid limited language experience can understand sim-
ple questions and stattmerift-, allgwing for slowed sZteech, repetition or para,
phrase; speaking vocabulpy, tnadegbate to express anything but the most
elementary needs;,errors in Piwunciatton and grammar are frequent, but can
be understood bjf,a native speaker used to dealing with foreigners attempting, ,

to,speak his language; while topics which are "very familiar" and elementary
needs vary considerably from tndivtdudl to individual, any person at the
S-1 level should beable to order a.timple meal; ask for shelter or lodging,
ask and give simple directions, make purchases, and tell time-

. .

Reading -i. Able to read same personal-and place names, street signs,
office and shop designalions, numbers, and isolated words and phrases. Can
recognize all the lette in the printed version nf an alphabetic system
and'high4requenCyk.alementsOf a syllabary or a character system..
i ' , ,"P

. _
kimited Working Proficiency .

INI
I,

Speaking-2. Able to satisfy routine social demands, and limited work
,eequiraMents. Can handle with confidence but not'witg facility most social
situations includiglkintroductions` and. casual conve attons about current
events, as well as work,afamily, and-autobiographi 1 information; can'han-
dle liMited 'work requirements, needing help in ha dling any complications ,

or difficulties; an get the gist of most conversations on-non-technical
subjects (i.e., topics whicn require no specialized knowledge),and has a
speaking-vocabulary sufficient tb express himself simply with some circup-,
locutions; accent, though, often quite faulty, is intelligible; can usual] t ,

handle eleMentary constructions quite accurately but does not 'have thoron4h
or confident control of the grammar.

Reading-2. Able to read simple prose, in'a form equivalent to type-,
script or printimb'on subjects within a familiar context. With extensive-` -
use of a dictionary can get the gerferal Sense of routine .business letters,
international news items., or articles in technital fields within his com-
petence. .

Minimum Professional Proficiency

Speaking-3. 'Able to speak'the language with sufficient structural ac-
Curacy and vocabulary to participateeffectively in most formal and informal
conversations on practical, social, and professional topics. Can discuss ,1

/
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particular interests and special fields of competence with reasonable ease;
comprehension is quite complete for & normal rate of'speech; vocabulary is
broad enough that he rarely has to grope for a word; accent may be obvious-
ly foreign; control of grammar good-, Errors never interfere with un5erstand-
ing and rarely distdrb the native speaker.

Reading-3. Able to read standard newspaper 4temOaddressed to the gen-
eral reader, routine correspondence,'reports and technidal material in his
specialfield. Can grasp the essentials of articlei of the above types
ithout ping a dictidpary; for accurate understanding moderately frequent

of a dietionary is'Tequired. Has occasional difficulty with unusually
x structuresland low-frequency idioms.

4 Full Pr essional ProfiCienc

Speak . -4. Able to use the language fluently and accurately on all
) levels norela pertinent to professional needs. Can understand and parti-

cipate in any versation within- the range of his experience with a high
degree of fluent and precision of vocabulary; would rarely be taken for a
native speaker, b can respond appropriately even in unfamiliar situations
errors of prOnuncia n and grammar quite rare; can handle informal inter-
preting from'and into he language.

Reading-4. Able t read all styles and forms ofthe,langua'ge pertinent
to professional needs. 6 h occasional use of a dictionary can read mod-
erately difficult-0.6Se re ily in any area directed to the general reader,
and all material in hivspec 1 field including official and professional
documents and correspondence; an read reasonably-legible handwriting with-

,

out difficulty.

Native or BilingualFroficiency

Speaking-5. Speaking proficie cy equivalent to that of,aneducated
native speaker. Has cbmplete fluenc in the language such that his speech
on all levels is fully accepted by edu afed native speakers in all of its
features, including breadth of vocabulary and idiom, colloquialiims, and
pertinent cultural references.

Reading-5. Reading'proficiency equivalent to that of,an educated na-
tive. Can read extremely difficult and abstraCt prose, 41S well as highly
colloquial writings and the classic literary forms of the language. With
varying degrees o eiffiolty can read all normal kinds of handwritten
,documents..

'

Traditional or Arbitrary Method

When dealing with an examination or set of performance tasks, the

Worst otiall pRssible.methods of setting standards is to Choose-an arbitrary

ereZa e of correct res 013,98 because that ercent e has traditionall

been assoc ted with a " ass score. The method has its roots in the

-percent grades which were used.. a+ ost universally in echools and colleges
0

until about 1920. Unfortunately this approach (the "judgment uncontaminated

by data" method) is the most fre uently used process, for setting standards.



The answer to the question "What Seems rights for a passing score?" usually

i

represents a comprOmlse between tho\se who desire as-high a percentage as

i

.
q'

possible to show their- interest in quality education and those who are

.

afraid that their standards will be impossible for the bulk of students to .

1
. ,

.

a'

Meet.

.

Clearly, nd method that fails to 'talse into account t .nature"Of_ther

-1Larning experience,test questions or tasks, and the students' backgrounds

is satisfactory. A standard such as 65 percent or 80 percent correct might

, .

be reasonable for certain tests for certain groups of students; it may be

wildly inappropriate for other tests or sets'of performance tasks with other_'

!

students. As a rule of thumb, blanket performance standards should be'

avoided.

Review of Test Questions or Tasks

m9thod sets a standard for each set of
IN
qdestions or performance

tasks used for a specific competenc' area.' Informed judgei examine each

question or behavioral,, statement of a critical task and decide if a mini-
.

maIly competent Vit:detri could answer the question correctly or perform the

'task adequately. _The standard is simply the. average number of questions

or tasks that each judge has determined should ,be answered correctly or

performed at a specifiedavel of competence by minimally competent students.

One way to improve this procedure in a situation involving a test AS

to ask each judge to state the probability that a minimally competent person

would-answer each question correctly. The judges review the records of a

number of minimally competent persons and estimate the proportions of such

students who .gave the correct answeY. The'sum of these proportions represents

the minimally acceptalile,score. Were task review is involved, judges will

1 04
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wil need'to decide' on the weight to be given to different aspects such.

w- as the kind and degree of learning reflectid in the produce or performance.

Identification of Prereauisite Skills

.This method is cliarly of most use when the student's attainment of

an ultimate,goal is unlikely.unleas certain prior "e /Mg" skills have

been acquired. )
Success at advanced calculus, for exam le, is not likely

.

unless the Student has mastefed,elementary algebra. S success

1
*

at discovering original procifs of mathematical tgeorems in abstract.COurse

workis very unlikely. unless the'student has previously (1) learned'how to

reproduce (in his own words) standard textbooit proofs ail -(2).become

thoroughly acqua d'with several relatively concrete les of the
r

theory so as to have asti-ong intuitive feel for the abstractions. Although

most courses of study do itot enj9y the hierarchical-precision of mathematics,

.the'ldentifeation.of,thoprerequiSite skills*thpd is most efficient at
. 3

points.where decisions are made concerning a student's ability tO'Undertake

anew unit in a hierarchical sequence.of units;

This method usee'pooled judgments, but thedecisions axe made on the

basis of 'whether or not success ad'a-question-or ;ask requires knowledge, or

Skills that are essential to the future application.of skills learned in

the course or progrim. The methdd, in pactice, is qUite-similar tothat'N,
,

used in reviewing questions or tasks; it retain0-the same advantages and,

problems. - But the 'focus i- not on *slang if aminimally competent person

#

wutild get,a particular question correct but rather if success on.a queStIon
0

- . or task is required before some specified future activity is possible; A

task analysis'of the future activity can help to determine what behaviors
,

ire

are required in. the performance of compliCated tasks.
41.
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An exlple of the kind of analysis that cantbe'particularly uslful
. , .

in setting oompetency.requirements for' the diploma was a' survey of a national
\ 0, .

national
% .

,

probability sample (N=5,096) of adults aged 16 and over. These.adults were
. ..

asied to describe the kinds of reading' performed in'tliefourse of a normal

day, the.amount:Of time apent in carryingrout the reading described, and the

importance attached to the various kinds of ieading.performed. Results-of

' this survey were, published in Reading Activities of American Adult's (Sharon,

1972).

. Use of Normative Data
) -..

1

, ...
,.

.

A norm-referenced test or a summary of products and performan of

eyo,

, a group of'students can be used to make decisions about minimal competency

levels. Even though this method has empirical elementi, pooled judgment is

still needed at sod stage in the selection of a norming or comparison group.

A group must be chosen which is, sufficiently similar to the group of interest.

In contrpst to previously discussed methods in.i,thich judgments concerned
, T

$

questions or tasks, judgments in this method concern whether or not a student

is just minimally competent. Theastessment procedure is then applied to a

group of such students. The mean score,Or average performance of that group,

may be taken as the minimum performince standard. Using normative data tends

to insure the setting of a performance standard that is realistic in terms of
-,^

- the percentage of the population that is judged to have reached an.adequate

level of performance on the basis Of the test.. This methodhaathe most ready

applicat to'situations in which an objectively scored examination or per-
.

formance on a standard set of tasks will be the basis, for decisions regarding

a student's level ofcompetence.

719- 2 ()
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Relationship to CourseTerformance

This method can be. applied to decisions. ab dt Minimal competence wh

the skills required can be related to the content of a particular course.

, A-test or other measurement procedure thA has been selected or developed

to be. the basis for. competence decisions is admin steredkilm students gom-
4

.

,

.pleting the course. Ktable or graph'is prepared showing the relationship:
l

between test scores or,verformanci ratings and gra es\earned in the regular

course. ,A table can take the form of'a grid conta in a fiymber)Of cells.

Inside each cell is-a number based on the number of peop e who,had scares

on the ,test and ..grades in the course-corrfsponding to the position of the

cell. Usually the data are organized to alloirdirect read ngs Of probabil,ities

of earning a particular_ course grade given a test score (e of those who' Jr

scored in the range 45-50/on the test, what percentair earne a irade of B

or better?) Alteraativelys, scores on the. examination could b$ related to

course - grades by means of regression equation, which will gi'e a predicted

grade for any given test.score. (Warren Willingbikm reviews possible methods )

of,dsdng,cOurse performance as a basis for setting a performance standard in
t

a chapter entitled "Exemption frbm Re4d1rements Already Mastered" in the book

College Placement and Exemption.)

When the relationship-to,dourm-performance inethold is used, the choice-

plLthe test performance standard is made on the basis of the probability of ,

obtaining' various grades. Judgient is, of course, necessary in selecting an

,appropriate probability. One might, for example, set a performance standard

so that there is a probability of .80 that the grade earned in a'regularcourse

woUld have been C (or some Other level) or better.

-20-
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Use of Preselected Groups

This,method-requires that information independent of the particular

assessment procedure tieing applied be used to belect onegroupof students

who are above a,school's minithum requirem#nt and another that are not.

Instructors' judgments should be used divide students into- the two groups.

In making these. judgments, it is essential, to differentiate-Competencies from

other factors that contribute to grades; e.g.,, punctuality, consistent atten-
, -, ,

dance, classroom behaviors etc.,

The assessment procedure is then applied to. both groups, and the'

distribution of scores obtained. A-competency standard is then selected that

best discriminates between the two groups.

This method has the important advantage of inherent concurrent validation:

The test is validated against independent informed judgments of. student cam-
,

petency. Furthermore, this procedure,allows thsuse of classical measures of
.fl

test quality such as reliability, validity, item discrimination, and the like.

4 -

Error of Measurement

The methods of setting competency standirds that are described in this

c4

paper combine'human gl.mOt and empitical dataAn a systematic process.

Regardless of the quality of the procedure, however; some error of measure-

gllPP
, ment will result. This "error" is not attri le to arithmetical mistakes' -

-a

that could, be avoided by more careful'CalculAtions. Such error is related

to the complexity, and variability of people, and the difficulty of measuring

their skills and knowledge. If you were somehow able to achieve complete

knowledge of each studenes,competencies and had sperfect standard-setting

procedure, you would be able to, detect some dest'ee of error in any operational

system.-

There are two major types errors possible in setting standards. If

a



. the standards are set too, high, the' probability increases that those who
Ak

shpuld be donsiderid: competent will be classified, is not competent. If the
a

standards are set too low, the probability increases'that those who should

faij will be passed. Clearly, the setting of standards Must take into

-sicounelge costs or lbsses associated,with misclassification of each type.
1114)

In:every situation, basic principles'of fairriesi,-realiSM; and consistency

will apply, but it will also belnecessary to consider the social implications

of 'decisions about students' competencies. An analogy might be made'to testing

applicants for drivers' licensei. There an' incorrect judgment that an

cant havacquired certain 'important competencies m ght haVe the effect of

enabling the individual to avoid some needed additional training, allowing an

incompetent driver to emerge as,a hazard to, others.

A Final Thought

The job of setting appropriate performance standards is as critical as

it is difficult. Developers of evalUation procedures as part-of diploma re-

qdirements should allow suffiCient time in their projects for a thoughtful

analysis of the possible approaches. Ifoat all possible, more than one

method of setting standards should then be tried, end the results compared

and'evaluated. After this evaluation; a decision can'be made regaiding the

method of methods that will be,employed fOr each assessment procedure.-
,
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